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SPECIAL POWERS
FAVOURITE GALAXIES

MOTTO

PLANETS SAVED
SECRET WEAPONS SUPERHERO EXPERIENCE

...OUR 220 LINGUISTS

translation, editing, 
copy writing, training

finance, medical, 
property, legal, 

hospitality, energy

perfect communication, 
or else!

24/7 delivery light years
500+ Clients

Fearing None, 

    Conquering All...
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Who We Are

Mind Your Language (MYL) is a market leader in the translation, editing, copy writing 
and English training business.

Our 220 superhero linguists are freelance professionals that work from home. We 
supply their talent to high growth markets in Asia.

We manage the recruitment process and control the quality of our linguists in-house. 

Having a uniquely flexible workforce enables us to match our Clients’ needs exactly 
with specialist linguistic skills.

Our goal is to enable our Clients to communicate perfectly in multiple languages in 
all of their internal and external communication, globally.

Our strategy has enabled us to grow our Client base for seven successive years, to 
total in excess of 500 Clients, a large majority of which are leading multinational 
businesses.
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Our Services At a GlanceOur Services...

A range of multilingual translation services, from simple to complex, from A to Z, all managed through 
your own online account.

Translation 
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...At A Glance

English, Chinese and multilingual editing of important documents returned in 4, 6, 24 or 48 hours, or 
across your entire organisation in real time for a fixed monthly fee.

Original and creative copy for brochures, speeches, annual reports and anything else that tickles your 
fancy, written by MYL’s industry experts.

Editing And Copy Writing

English language training courses, online, in the classroom or a mix of both. Plus Language Assessment 
Tests for written and/or spoken English.

English Training
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Results

People

Platform

Paymasters

Profits

Number of linguists employed 2007-2009

Number of online jobs submitted by our Clients 2007-2009

Number of Clients 2008-2009

Return on shareholders’ equity 2007-2009

2007 2008 2009

2007 2008 2009

2008 2009

2007 2008 2009

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q

116

170

220

16,133

20,199 20,670

33
7

39
1 41

5 43
8 45

6 47
8 50

6 51
8

57%

35.47%

15.84%
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In Perspective

We knew that 2009 was going to be a challenging year and it proved to be just 
that, and more. While we continued to grow our Client base and the number of 
jobs submitted via our online portal, we only wish we had a stimulus package 
of our own to help our Clients spend more.

Alas, we had no such license to print and give away money, and, despite 
growing our business in terms of Clients and the number of jobs processed, 
our revenues contracted by 12% over the year, leading to a fall in profitability 
and giving our shareholders an unaudited 15.8% annual return on their invested 
capital. Not too shabby a performance for sure, but not the rip-roaring returns 
our shareholders have been accustomed to in the last few years.

We could have mitigated the fall in profitability by cutting staff, but why would 
we do that, we asked ourselves, when we genuinely believe that people are our 
most important assets? Instead, we chose to do the opposite, increasing our 
permanent staff headcount by 13% and the number of linguists we employ by 
29%. One of the reasons we were able to do this was because we went into 
2009 with record cash and no debt, and we felt that 2009 was a year in which 
we should invest our cash in talented people that could help grow our Company 
and serve our Clients better.  

This is proving to be the right strategic choice inasmuch as the business recorded 
much improved results in the second half of the year and strong year-on-year 
growth in revenues and profits in the final quarter of 2009. If the Asian economy 
continues to grow (and we believe it will), we are well placed to deliver continued growth.

Each year, we ask our largest Clients by profitability what they value most about our services. We also ask our smaller 
Clients by profitability what would stimulate them to do more business with us. If there are gaps in what we offer and what 
our Clients want (and there always are), we then determine which areas of our service offering need changing. 

The result of our research is that we continue to invest in and innovate what we have already built. In February this year, 
we launched a Client Loyalty Bonus Card, standard operating procedure in the airline business but not, it seems, in the 
language business. In May, we will be launching a live chat feature that we’re calling “MYL Chat”, which will enable our 
Clients to liaise in real time with our editors, copywriters and translators. These aren’t ideas that we had, they are two 
suggestions made by our Clients.

Over the past seven years, we have learned that if we are prudent with the way we invest our shareholders’ capital, if we 
listen carefully to what our Clients tell us, if we provide a meaningful and rewarding environment for our staff to work in, 
and if we apply flawless execution of highly focused strategies, then revenues and profits take care of themselves. It keeps 
us highly motivated every year turning these four “ifs” into four “whens”. 

Thanks as always go to our Clients for trusting us with your business, to our shareholders for believing in us, and to our 
superhero staff for making us who we are. We wish you all a great decade ahead.

Gerry Ball
Founder & Non-Executive Director

In Perspective
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Quality Control Perspective

By Simon Damodaran, Language & Operations Director

As our business grows, so does the complexity with which we 
manage quality. A good example of this complexity is shown in 
the number of jobs we process each year divided by the number 
of linguists we employ.

You can see from the above that, although the number of 
jobs processed increased by just 2.3% in 2009, the number of 
linguists we employ increased by 29.4%. The reason for this is 
that our Clients’ needs are becoming more focused. This means 
that we need to find and attract talent at a faster rate in order 
to deliver the quality our Clients need.

Hiring people is the easy part. Hiring the right people is a different matter altogether. Knowing this, we keep 
careful logs of the tests that each linguist performs on behalf of our Clients and, if we find that a linguist has 
completed five tests unsuccessfully, we review our working relationship with that linguist to ensure that their 
skills are aligned with the needs and quality aspirations of our Clients. Carrying dead wood helps no-one. 

We know that human error is inevitable and we believe in giving everyone a second chance. We do not, 
however, tolerate two complaints against the same linguist: it’s a question of professional pride. We will 
not make your stomach churn by disclosing the punishments we dish out for two mistakes but we can tell 
you that, while we do have quite a bit of fun at MYL, making persistent mistakes is not our idea of a joke. 

Although quality is the main driver of our performance, we know that it is the efficiency of our performance 
that really drives productivity gains for our Clients. Our 2009 Client survey gave us deep insights into how 
we can continue to drive productivity gains for our users, and we have embarked on implementing many 
of these changes to our service delivery and service features. So, expect 2010 to be a year of even better 
quality, delivered with high efficiency and passion: we know you expect nothing less. 

Quality Control Perspective
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“Although quality is the main driver of our performance, 
we know that it is the efficiency of our performance that 

really drives productivity gains for our Clients.”



New Business Perspective

By James Whale, Commercial Director

Over the past 24 months, we have seen a transformation in the 
way business is transacted. Just a few years ago, Clients were not 
as tech savvy, but the pace of change has been breathtaking.  
Now, we have to run to keep up with our Clients and the way 
they want our services to interact with their staff, processes and 
websites. We believe that this pace of change will only increase 
and we intend to stay strongly positioned as a leading provider of 
language solutions that uses the best new technologies.

With 220 linguists based in 27 countries, all of them possessing 
highly developed creative skills in copy writing, translation and 
editing, we have grown into a large online talent agency. Our job is 
to showcase this talent to the world. Our new “Superhero Finder” 
aims to do just that, using online proprietary search software that 
enables our Clients - and prospective Clients - to find and test our 
skills (for free).

We don’t always have what Clients are looking for, but we do have 
the technology and the process to empower Clients to start an 
instant search for the perfect translator, so that that same Client 
can run translation tests by close of business the following day.

Our focus for new business in 2010 is on targeting the key sectors that we believe show the greatest 
potential for growth and sustainability. We then work closely with our Operations team to recruit first-class 
linguists that can deliver the creative talent that these prospective Clients require. The strategy continues 
to work well: every calendar quarter since we started MYL in early 2003, we have grown the number of 
Clients we service. As of December 31, 2009, we were serving 518 corporate Clients and over 4,000 users 
in 42 countries.  

We are obviously pleased with this performance but we are by no means resting on our laurels. We know 
that, to keep growing, we need to constantly earn our Clients’ trust and deliver to them a service that is as 
good as, or better, than we promised. This year will be no different as we strive to keep this principle at 
the very forefront of our minds. 

“We know that, to keep growing, we need to constantly 
earn our Clients’ trust and deliver to them a service 

that is as good as, or better, than we promised.”

New Business Perspective 
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Existing Accounts’ Perspective

Philip Wong, Account Development Manager 

Towards the end of 2008, we built our own Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system with 
one aim in mind: to understand our Clients’ needs better. One of the key things that has changed 
as a result of understanding our Clients better is that we are able to hone this knowledge into 
more focused services. Within six months of rolling out our CRM system, we launched MYL Legal 
Translation, followed in short order by MYL Financial Translation and then MYL Medical Translation.

Often, we are simply marketing these new translation solutions to our existing Clients, going deeper 
into companies and permeating across all levels of the organisation as we become translation experts 
in highly specialised fields. If a large financial Client knows that we understand what a “butterfly 
swap” is, they’re likely to refer us to their colleagues across the hallway who deal with “CFDs”. It’s a 
strategy as old as business itself and we like its simplicity.

Another thing we’ve learned is that, when you make optimal use of technology, you can give a great 
deal of empowerment to your Clients. As all of our multinational Clients are different, it’s reasonable 
to assume that they want to be serviced in different ways. Some like lots of service calls and some 
like none, and some change their minds regularly. That’s all fine when you have intelligent technology 
that empowers Clients to tell you what they want.

One leading global hotel brand for which we provide real-time English editing in 16 countries identified 
that, if we could do the same for them in the Chinese language across their fast-growing Mainland 
Chinese properties, we could add another layer of quality control to their internal and external 
communication process. Within three months of our initial discussions, we rolled out a service that 
does just this: real-time Simplified Chinese editing for staff members in 38 hotel properties.

We have always believed deeply that great companies listen closely to their Clients and then build 
innovation around what they want. In 2010, boring as it may sound, it’s business as usual for MYL.

Existing Accounts Perspective 

“We have always believed deeply that great 
companies listen closely to their Clients and 

then build innovation around what they want.”
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Existing Accounts’ Perspective Case Studies

Translation

Specialist Translation

 Client: Statutory Authority Promoting Tourism Across APAC

 Objective: Provide seamless project management for website 
content updates.

 Strategy: Single point of contact between MYL and the Client for 
multilingual updates directly into the Client’s content 
management system.

 Results: A seamless process ensures that the Client’s website is 
updated simultaneously in four languages.

 Client: The World’s Largest Pharmaceutical Services Company

 Objective: High quality translation for clinical research aimed at 
regulatory approval.

 Strategy: Pre-approved, authorised translators execute translation 
work of clinical trials. Certified translation declarations 
provided.

 Results: Highly technical translations, with accompanying 
declarations, assist Client with documentation for 
regulatory approval.

Translation Monitor
 Client: Leading Global Luxury Car Maker

 Objective: Provide senior European management with a translated 
précis of local newspaper stories on the same day.

 Strategy: Designate three translators to translate local press 
material related to the Client and the luxury car industry.

 Results: Local, on-the-ground knowledge provided to senior 
decision-makers in English on the same day as the 
newspaper stories are published.
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English Editing

Copy Writing

 Client: Renowned Global Hotel Group

 Objective: High quality English communication, both internal and 
external, across 132 properties in Asia, Europe, Middle East, 
Africa and South America.

 Strategy: Implement MYL’s Brand GUARDIAN service across all hotels, 
providing 24/7 access to one dedicated, trained editor.

 Results: Standardised, high quality written English guaranteed to 
conform to house style in all properties, edited in real time. 

 Client: Statutory Body Promoting Hong Kong as Asia’s Tech Hub

 Objective: Develop a bilingual Style Guide to be implemented for all 
communications; provide copy writing service for bilingual 
newsletters sent to all stakeholders in the organisation.

 Strategy: Enable the Client and copywriter to liaise directly allowing 
convenient briefing, interaction and communication of copy.  

 Results: Creative copy, delivered with quick turnaround, in perfectly 
written Chinese and English.

English Training
 Client: Leading Global Manufacturing and Technology Company

 Objective: Make English training accessible to all staff across Asia 
Pacific.

 Strategy: Provide an online platform that allows any member of staff 
with Internet access to complete assignments and interact 
with native English teachers.

 Results: English training available to all staff, independent of location, 
provided by highly qualified, experienced native English-
speaking trainers based around the world.
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7A Trust Tower
68 Johnston Road
Wanchai
Hong Kong

(852) 2526 2397

service@myl.com.hk

www.mylGlobal.com
www.mindyourlanguage.com

Mind Your Language Limited


